
ARGENTINE EXPORTS: LONG RUN BEHAVIOR AND DYNAMICS 

Hildegart Apumada 
T INTRODUCTION. 

Argentine exports at aggregato level have bocn very dilficult 10 model. Indeod, it is usual to 
  

think that total exports are the result of adding quito differant items, at least agricultural and “non- 
traditional” ones, which respond to special determinants. From a macroeconomic perspective, however, 
‘one can be interested in looking for the “common factors” behind them - visual inspection of the time- 
Behavior of those aggragates (Figure 1 for agricultural, and 2, for industrial exports) suggests they may 
be presant-. An econometric modolling based on this view appears to be cr 
electo! opening up the economy, the relationship with growth and tho 
aro part of currant debate 

Previous studies on the aggregate for the argentine case (Diaz Alejandro,1970; Mallon and 
Sourrouile, 1973; Navajas, 1993)" coincide to find no definite relationship to aggregate output: although 
they observed demand effects, mainly derivad from the industrial sector activity, and supply effects, 

  tical when issues ike the 
  sponse to exchange rate, ete 

  Argentina 

associated with agricultural output. Such behavior appears to be maintained for the recent past as far 
as the stability of coofficiont tests indicates. A common puzzling result of these studies was that nether 
‘contemporaneous nor long run effects of real exchange rate on exports can be detected. At the same. 
time, most ofthe economic debate is focussed on such relationship. This work considers the issue, frst 
analyzing the possibility of simultaneous bias. 

Secondly, in this paper two dynamic modols of aggregate exports are developed for quarterly 
data following a “general-to-particular” dynamic approach, in which long run behavior and dynamics 
ara jointly analyzed. Agricultural and industrial output, along with a measure of the alfectiva real 
‘exchange rate (ERER) -which takes into account export taxes and subsidies- are included as regressors. 
‘The frst model regarded as an approximation of the export data generating process: isin line with 
pravious findings, apart rom dynamic affects due to seasonality of quarterly data, The chango in the 
Periodicity of data does not significantly modify the results about the affects of the real exchange rate 
‘on exports. In turn, a second model of exports was doveloped in which long run effects of the affactive 

offects 

  

real exchange rate aro present through its past highest level, probably measuring “hysteresis 
in exports. This model is evaluated by performing several encompassing tests with respect to that   

without long run effects of the exchange rate . 
Noxt section considers the exogeneity of the effective real exchange rate. Section 3 briefly 

discusses the data of the model proposed. Section 4 and 5 report the results for the dynamic models 
for quarterly exports without and with long sun effects of the real exchange rate, respectively. Section 
6 presents the encompassing tests and section 7 interprets results in terms of theoretical models which 
derive hysteresis effects in ade flows. Section & concludes, 

"These sues ure annul data, Wherens the test vo works, scoring tothe dat hey were cared out, rgrssed only 
‘onconterporancourvarebles, Neves (1993) performed a dynami audi tia mer, ha dei oi encha “atos the 
Stone 9 Mat anat in the lat per 
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2 THE EXOGENEITY OF THE EFFECTIVE REAL EXCHANGE RATE. 
Before discussing this issue, it is important to precise the type of model more appropriate for 

argentina exports. Following previous work lor Argentina, exports are considerad as the net supply of 
exportable goods of a small country. This view differs from that in other recent studios on latin 
‘american exports (Moguilansky, 1993 for Brazil; and Moguillansky and Titelman, 1993 for Chile) which, 
‘lose to Goldstein and Khan(1978) approach, simultaneously modelled the relative price of exports 
[external to domestic prices). Although this type of model may be relevant for the export behavior of 
‘specific products, argentine volume of exports, at aggregate level, can be assumed not to affect their 
‘lative   

  

Thus, the ratio of external to domestic pri 

  

of exports will be taken as given to model 

  

‘aggregate exports a. at least woak exogenous {in terms of the definition of Engle et.al.,1983; sae also 
Eriesson, 1992) when short run (contemporaneous) as wall as long run ERER elasticity of exports are 
regarded as “the parameter ot interest”. Howavar, this assumption does not preclude the analysis of 
simultaneous bias in the coefficient of ERER. Being defined as the product of the relative price of export 

fact   times the exchange rate, adjusted by taxes and subsidies, simultaneous bias can arise from th 

  

cof exports volume onto the level of the real exchange rato, taxes and subsidio: 
Higher exports, and ceteris paribus, larger supply of foreign money would induce downwards 

movements in the real exchange rate in a free domestic market (in which demand and supply have 
traditional slopes). From the argentino exporienca, itis also possible to hypothesize that a low export 
performance, particularly in 3 context ol chronic crisis of current account, has induced economic 
authorities to attempt increasing tho ERER through nominal adjustments of the exchange rate (to a 
{aster cate than inflation} andor reducing (increasing) taxes (subsidies). (On the other hand, increasing 

  

‘exports may reduce the rato of adjustment of the exchange rato). The ERER rise may or may not be 
‘achioved in the long run but it could last during the period in which tho reaction to exports takes place 

dicity analyzed). 
[As far as a (contemporaneous) nagative affect of export on ERER can be assumed, it may be 

(depending, of course, on the data p   

responsible fora simultaneous bias in the ERER coetficient when estimated by OLS from an uniequation 
‘model for exports. Moreover, the direction of the bias {if important in magnitudo) is such that near null 
contemporaneous coelficient for ERER could be obtained. In annox a simple data (joint) generating 
process for exports and ERER ilustratos such a case. 

  

2 the mentioned works madeted the exter! damand for exports normed by picos a a function of domestic expor 
terdogeranst and OECD cutpttexagenoveh. They suggest. but nt empirical include, he lve of restrictions on trade of he 

  

2 Epem = PP ER (-T +S), where? ie the aggregate nda of external pice of export P, domestic price. ER the nominal 
suchange ate pesos to lars ard Y 050 5 nggregta rate of export taxes and subsides. Tis vaibia menaire the 
‘irene per unt of export interme of domest goods 
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Inorder to empirically analyze the possible bias in the contemporaneous coelficient of ERER (and 
thus, in both the short and long run elasticity! Instrumental Variables (1V) Estimations* wore performed 
{0 the unrestricted regression of quarterly exports (the Autoregressive Distributed lag model further 
discussed in the following sections). It should be noticed that the possibilty of bias isnot invariant to 
the data periodicity. Whoreas, in general, simultaneous bias is mora often expected in annual than 
quartorty data (see Hondry, 1992); this is not necessarily so in this case, The reaction of the real 
exchange rato could be exhausted within a period, and this is more likely the longer the periodicity. 
Because of that and since the OLS estimation on quarterly basis showed nonsignificant coalficients of 

  

the ERER (contemporaneos and in the long run), the IVE wore performed for them. Next table presents 

  

the contemporaneous coefficient for ERER resulting from such estimations and the Sargan’ statistic for 
the validity of the instcuments (Sargan, 1964) for thrae different sets of them: total imports (in logs. LMI, 
the trade balance ( normalized by imports, (X-Ml/M) and the term of trade index (in logs LTH, with their 
corresponding (4) lags. 

TABLE 1 

Instrumontal Variablos Estimations(*) 

INSTRUMENTS — ERER COEFFICIENT (and S.E) SARGAN’ statistic(ehi*(4)) 
iM 0.08 236 

10.38) 

Dem 0.18 5.48 
10.22) 

im 0.09 1.56 
10.31 

(*) for tho Autorogressive-Distributed Lag model o! exports on agricultural and industrial output and 
ERER taken as ondogenous. 

  

Whichever the set of instruments used, the coefficiant estimated by IV remains, similarly to that 
‘obtained by OLS, non significant; simultaneous bias seems not to be present in quarterly data. Sargan 

test of the valiity of the instruments does not roject these sets (at traditional significance levels)” 

  

inca the interests or in he export function far nt a model lr ERE) VE would be appropiate Exogersityeraysie 
from simutoneous systems Lonnsen,1900,1992 and Johansen and cat 1090) depends on e. aenomoton Vat 
cointgraton 1 not rejected. Here the hypothesis sou! the fong run relatonatp between Total agora and EREA has been 

* the Sargon static for imports a instrument for ERER inthe exports equation may ao be uel a» tet of whether 
the urrstictd reduced form ofthe struct model [here X on ERER plus EREA 9n MI parrimonicuiy ancompasses te 
restricted reduced form (X on M direct), (See Hedy, 1980). Accordingly to Edward (1993) reticvons on mports which 
rece its level would overve ha exchange rat for apor. Phu, Ig corrio impor and spot, aon o impor 
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From the approach of this section, no contemporaneous effect of the ERER on exports can be dotacted. 
Section 4 and 5 concentrate on tho dynamic modalling of quarterly exports and further analyze the 
eifoct of ERER. 

3-DATA ANALYSIS 
Some properties of the data -which helped to build the export mod 

  

aro described in this 
section. Figures 1 and 2 show, since the mid-seventias, the evolution af total exports and the subset 
coming trom the industrial sector. Figures 3 and 4 present the behavior of ERER and total GDP, 
Industrial and agricultural output. Figures $ to 8 complement these views with the cross plot of them 
{taking exports in tho y-axis).* Savoral features can be observed. 

Fisily, total exports and the industrial component of them appear not to have vory different 
trajectories, although the upward trond of industrial exports is steepor within tho sample. 

Secondly, thera is no clear relationship between exports and total output, and betwaen oxports 
and EREA. A negative slope in the case of industrial activity and a positive one in the case of 

  

agricultural product could be assumed (neither being very neat) 
Finally, but not least for modaling series on quarterly basis, most of the variables - ERER is the 

exception: shows large and different seasonal movernants (which can be confirmed by the inspection 
of the correlogram not reported hero). The behavior described motivates to davelop the unrestricted 

  

model of section 4. 

4. A DYNAMIC MODEL FOR EXPORTS (without long run effects of ERER). 
Following a “general-to particular” methodology (Hendry and Richard 1982,1983, Handry 1989) 

an Autoregrossive-Distibuted lag model of Sth ordar for the logs of exports (X), the effective rate of 
exchange rate (ERER), industriallIND) and agriculturallAGA) output (plus saasonal dummies(Q)) was the 
starting point for the econometric search on quarterly basis. This form or “balanced equation” (Granger. 
1990) allows modeling jointly the dynamics and the long run relations.” 

  

src ERER would be expected, However, n significant elect of ERER on experts wat found even when imports ate taken. 

presse inlogs. Data sources ar: The Economie Comerason fr Lat Americ and Caribe ECLAC, UN. 
Bank al Argento (BCRA)    

* Fora comparison ofthis approach to ha Granger and Engl echnique see Bane 91986) and Kremars, 011393) 
Stating rom abled equation, the ilernt integration arde ofthe Yonabies canbe tan to account Th Us practice 
wien anavzes fet the once unit oct simi my me fo iferentconchnons about the tng run behav of 
Inc sees depending ol the te pevod. Such herges na unvarate (margas processes o rot prevent o id tai 
‘condone models ey ven can be veto test tr superexogenaiiaes  . Encaso, Hendry and Tran 1993) 
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2 shows the unvesvictad astimations" aer a fist simplification was carted out forthe samp 
19761)-199218)7 

the inspection of the stalistcs presented (defined below equation (1). the unrestricted 

  

be considered as a suitable although overparametorized- description for export. As far as 
ng run solution is concerned, however, ony the relationship with agricultural output appears as 

according to the derived long run standard errors. From this behavior, an aor corection 

  

  

    

{lagged 1 period) was included as regressor to explain the log differences of axports denoted 
Other simplifications were suggested from the lsg structure table reported in tha annox, Altar 

re carried out, asymmetrical effects for positive and negative ECA (deviations Hom the long run 
ia) and the changes in ERER were tried. Finally, a mora parsimonious and orthogonal 

  

ation was obtained as follow, 

X, = :3.502 + 0.2972 01 -0.3721 DB1(4) + 0.1893 ALX,. -0.31494,L%,, 
10.7531 10.0556) 10.0301) 10.07281 10.06831 

-0,703 A,LIND + 0.4636 +ALERER,, + 0.3259 A,LAGR,, 

         

  

10.124 10.0348) 10.1451 

0.2084 +ECA,, 0.2997 ECA, a 
0.06831 (0.08251 

=68 R-0.821 FI9,581=29.569]. 0000] 0=0.303 DW=1.89 
AR1-5 F(5.53)=0.37721.86221— ARCH1-4 F(4,50) = 1.8311.13761 
Normality Chi'(2)=1.8996 X? FI16,41)=0.49711.93421 
RESET F(1,57)=1.29261.26031    
Forecast Chf(8/8=0.58909 — Chow FIB,50)=! 

  

50691.84541 

where ALW, = log W,, - log W,yw Hotoroscodastic Consistent Standard Errors IHCSE) are reported in 

PCGIVE IMandr.1989,Dooerik and Hondey, 19923 e uso inthe estimations 
Pta beginning ol na stay ha sample size was 1970-1902. The model os re lagar rapa dows not significant ter 

trom th presenta hare sxcent that i reques some dummy vivabien suring 7478. They appew fo be sue he aperta 
eaponcing wit sme gt To legs guos botana commercial td “back markatiinancia” quotation of the exchange ate, 

Such ove, however rar not routed rica whan chided 9 agressor fo Da mole sample Tha uan orth di 
‘quer ot 1901 atch remains inthe equations ue to te sme type faethe ges alin expats aftr te gen so 
E sample tros peris sed. 
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brackots'*. gs tho ostimatod standard doviation of tho rosiduals, AR and ARCH aro tho LM statistics 
for autocorrelation and autoregrossivo- hateroskodasticity; Normality Chi, is the Jarque-Bera statistic: 

  

X? is the statistics for heteroskedasticity quadratic in regrossors; RESET is Ramsoy's statistic for 
‘misspecification (see Hendry,1989, for dofintions and references). 

Accordingly to the statistics presented, this equation would be a satisfactory representation for 
‘quarterly data given the information set used. Figuras 9 and 10 reinforce this view from the inspection 
of the residuals, al less than + 2, since they have been normalized by 0. Also one-step-ahead forecasts 
during the last 8 quarters of tho sample are all well inside the two times forecast standard extor bars) 
Rocursiva estimation of the coofficiens of the regression (Fig. 1110 16) and Chow statistic decreasing 
tho period of forecast (Fig. 17) suggest that the stability of tho parameters of the modal cannot be 
rejected, 

This model includes, apart {rom the error correction term, a positiva 

  

fect from changes in 
‘agricultural output fon the supply side) and a negative affect from variations in industrial production (on 
the domostic demand sido). As a whole, the net affect of rising activity depends on the output 
composition; the industrial sector has maintained in the sample the role of net consumer of exportable 

  

goods, probably as proxy for aggregate demand. This aspect is similar to that found by Navajas lor 
‘annual data. Hero, the largo and different seasonal behavior of tha soros is captured by a seasonal 
‘dummy and seasonal differences, for X, a negativo effect from the lagged two periods may be an 
indication of adjustments of exports to the one planned in horizons longer than a quarter for aggregate 
level 

MESE de not agiianty iter rom the anary computed, and this do ot indicate misspecicaon 

aa
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‘Tho alfoct of EREA merits additional comments, Firstly, the lagged difference goes to 4 quarters, 
before but solving the dynamics (exports lags invoive 5 quarters) the effect of ERER comes from 8-9   

quarters ago." Secondly, non significant effect of falling ERER could indicate some nonlinear 
relationship betwoun this variable and exports. Figures 17 to 13 describe the behavior of exports and 
the last ERER peak observed in the past (MAXLERER). The following section discusses a modal which 
‘adds this explanatory variable to the previous one. 

5- A DYNAMIC MODEL FOR EXPORTS (with a long run offacts of ERER). 
1d modol of Annex 2 the main   

When MAXLERER was included as rogrossor in the unrostict 
Statistics wore not modily and further, o slightly decreased, Notwithstanding, the solvad long-run 
equation changed as follows, 

LX = “3.853 -0.0362 LIND +0.5011 LAGR -0.1183 LERER - 1.937MAXLERER 
14.31 (0.44521 10.9758) 10.1044] (0.69781 

(chi16)) statistic, = 85.88 
indicates the joint significance of these variables land two dummies Q1 and DB1(4). 

  

‘where the derived long-run SE of coetticients are in brackets. The Wal 

Now, the long tun relationship with agricultural output is lost and instead, the coefficient 
corresponding to MAXLERER becomes significant."* An alternative representation was then attempted 
for ALX in which the error correction term, denoted by ECERER, measures the (short-run) disequiibria 
bbotwoon actual oxports and the laval of exports dotorminod by the long run elasticity with respect to 
MAXERER (close to 2). Than, the following model resulted, 

  

  1 somewhat aged ect was found om an! os (vas. 19931. Thee years was also the pao estimated for he 

"hte that now ha veste models noni as resul o! inching this vn. 
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ALX, = 0.839 -0.2464 01 -0.3131 08114) + 0.2141 ALK, -0.3095 41%, 
{0.2521 0.04791 10.02761 {0.06061 10.072811 

+ 0.5108 (ALAGR,, +ALAGR,) + 0.7069 A,LAGR,» 
10.1891 10.18651 

0.5856 A,LIND + 0.4107 +ALERER,, -0.9577 ECERER,, a 
10.12561 10.14251 (0.09971 

T=88 Rº=0.833 F(9,58)=32.172L.00001 7=0.0997 DW=1.93 
ARI-5 FIS,53)=0.4725(.79511— ARCH1-4 FI4,50)=0.58301.67631 
Normatity Chi?(2)=2.088 XÍ FII6,41)=0.4741.94611 

RESET F(1,571=0.60511.43981 
Forecast Chij(8)/8=0.9167 Chow F(8,50)=0.69661.69271, 

This model satisfies the data coherence criteria, as suggested from the statistics above 
reported lSee also Fig. 20 which analyzed the scaled 1 
coefficients and forecasting confidence can be evaluated from observing Fig. 21 to 27. Consequently, 
this model also appears to be a clase approximation -wi 

als of the regression) " The stability of 

    

‘2 somewhat lower residual variance than the 
previous model- to the process which generates aggregate exports. Section 6 evaluate these results 
comparing both models. 

    

       
  ii oa, ep JD, 1 it ig. td Ur eal sf tr teste tt sb ta ta La 

  

nado, va condcrng on the new veia was tested by instrumental vriales estimation trt reported heel by 
ei mias amater to DAS ones mero blanc, The sara instrument a those i secton 2 were used. Indeed. a. 
rape of MAXLERER seems mato be eral since ERER enters contemporaneouay ent when ERE ls growing om the 

pet pat level reaching new pea 
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6 ENCOMPASSING TESTS. 
A first and critical question is whether or not this step function is only reflecting the trend in 

agricultural output. To evaluate this possibility encompassing tests were performed in both directions: 
‘assuming that the model with ECER is “the” model, verify if it can account the results of “the other” 
model without it (with ECA), and then reversing the order of the madols for the proposed and the 
alternativo. 

To 

  

is purpose both, the so-called “nonnested” tests (which only test for “variance 
‘encompassing™ as wall as (more proper) “encompassing tests” (for both “variance and parameter 
‘encompassing*) are applied (Pesaran 1974, Ericsson 1983, Hendry, 1983, Hendry and Richard, 1983 

{and Mizon, 1984 and for an application Ahumada, 1985). It should be noticed that the second direction 

  

Of testing would not be useful if the difference in residual variances were not only significant but also 
maintained as a large sample result; variance dominance is necessary -but not sufficiont- for 
ancompassing. The following table reports tho statistics, 

TABLE 2 
ENCOMPASSING STATISTICS(*) 

o = 0.0997 atJoint) = 0.1004 o, = 0.1033 

Ha: Model E e Model A Test Ho; Model A e Modal E 
0.5485 N(0,1) Cox (0,1) -3.1795 
0.4984 © NIO,1) Ericsson IV N(0,1) 2.7005 
2.2279 cntta Sargan chia) 5.9868 
0.7324 — FIB,55) Joint Model F(3,55) 2.1102 

1") Model E denotes the model with ECERER, Model A the ane with ECA, and the Joint indicates the 
‘model which embeds the two. {e denotes “encompass”). 

This table reports the Coxcike statistic (Pesaran 1974), the IV statistic and Sargan's for over- 
‘enitvig resvictions in the maintained relative to the embedding hypothesis (Ericsson, 1983) and 
Wold fF statistic or the validity of rostrictions implied by HolHendry and Richard, 1983). Ho is in the 
frst (second) column that Model E (A) encompasses Model A (E). 

From the evaluation of these statistics, the hypothesis that the model with ECERER 
‘encompasses that with ECA cannot be rejected. Conversely, the model without the long run effect from 
MAXERER cannot encompass the model which includes it forthe case of the fist two statistics at 5% 

st



and for the rest at about 10%). Therefore, the stop variablo (MAXERER) appears to be not only a proxy 
tor the long run behavior of agricultural output but the model with the ECERER can account for the 
results of the model with ECA as error correction term. Poaks which increases over previous ones 
appear to have additional effects on the aggregate capacity to exports; although expansions in 
agricultural output had responded to it. 

7- INTERPRETING RESULTS : HYSTERESIS IN EXPORTS. 
‘The equations analyzed in the last two sections represent the export behavior during 1976- 

1992. The model including ECERER as regressor means that the highest value of ERER has determined 
the level to which, in a static steady state, export will go. 

   

  “without changes in output. That is this 
‘empirical model includes a "ratchet effect” as part of the long run behavior of exports. In this section 

  an economic interpratation of this effect is provided following the literature on “hystor   
Furthermore, a discussion about using “ratchet effects” as empirical measures of hysteresis is 
presented. 

“Hysteresis” accurs when an effect persists after the cause which brought it about has been 
romoved (Dixit, 19898). For a firm “sunk costs" , denoted by k, can explain hysteresis. The decision 
to enter on production will not depend only on operating costs, w, but it will oquit 
market), p > w + tk, where ¢is the interest rate. If p was initially betwoon w and w + rk and then 

  

in a competitivo 

the price rise'above w + rk, the project will be undertaken and not abandoned unless p < w. This 
explains hysteresis in production (il w <p < w + rk). However, as Dixit pointed out, the more 

  

interesting cases of hysteresis are derived from assuming uncertainty (inthis example about p): inthis. 
case even small (but not null sunk costs can induce wide ranges of inaction. 

Applications to international trade are found in Baldwin and Krugman (1989) and Dixit (1989). 
Both studies analyze the case of persistent effects of the real exchange ports: once foreign    

  

is profitable to remain   firm invests in marketing, R and D., reputation, distributional networks, etc 
selling in the domestic markets aven at lower exchange ratos. This a   ysis is symmetrical for exports. 
Main features of both models aro combined in the next one to explain hysteresis in aggregate exports. 

‘These works, however, differ on the assumptions about the temporal behavior of the real 
exchange rate: independent and idontically distributed (lid), the former and following @ Brownian 
‘motion (the continuous time representation of a random walk), the latter. The ¡d assumption is here 

  

preferred since simplifies the model without being too unrealistc.™* 

  

Qui (190%, 206) explains tha th real exchange rats a random ok have considerable empl support, However 
‘when feck tm ade Howe tothe axchange rate ae taken nt secou, fret conclusions can be oba. Bau 
“Thu sugmn feud Ine spied mode with oedbecks that Uia variable can have temporary sts in means Tha the case 
‘wth unl teste aft oot ave low power (Hendry ard Nel, 1991) and tus the eal exchange ates often detected ws 

a ou be satonary Gut sbout ferent men) 
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Let suppose that aggregate export sector is composed by identical fis each having operating 
profits lin pesos), 

Y= BP Ke 
y= YG) 

where Y is an increasing function of E, the real exchange rat 
."* Also lot bo, 

K + entry costs to new markets in pesos, k in dollars. 
Ls exit costs in posos, lin dollars. 
M : fixed maintenance costs in pesos, not related to the export volume, which 

‘already included in Y. 

P is the foreign price of exports, X, and   

    

A: total revenue in pesos. 

  

A,=0 won th firm is not selling abroad. 
Y, +K., when the firm was out and gets in. 
Y¥,=M., when the firm is soling abroad. 
Y, L, when the firm was in and gets out. 

sont future value of revenues R, discounted at the 

  

Each firm is assumed to maximize the expected pr 
  

rate 6 and, 
8, is the present future value of revenues when the firm was in the world market last 

period. 
8 Vais lho present future valua of revenues when the firm was out the world market 

last period. 
E, is the value of the exchange rate so thatifE, > Ej, a fem will enter 
E, is the value of the exchange rate so that if E, < Es, a firm will exit. 

‘The solution of this problem can be obtained by dynamic programming, which simultaneously 
determines E,, E,, Vor Vy. Notwithstanding, as Baldwin y Krugman show, itis useful to noto that E, 
and E,,can be defined by the following conditions of indifference (to enter and to exit, respectively), 

VIE -K + 8V, = 8Vy 
Vig) -M + 5V, = 6Vp-L 

Tho assumption of E as lid makes V a fixod numbor 
VIE) -ViE) = K + L-M= KE + L.E-M 

  

  

"P can be assumed fted oa funtion a exports Competve behavior supposed in Dist Y, can e ternaivey mensured 
ln foreign curency whe net operating roverue continue postive elated to , 2, vie esgota 

"In Dic Vie funcion of € whichis # Brownian Motion, VIE) can be obtsined frm ites Lema, “smooth anton” should beaded to the “vale meting Conon     
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For some value of E,, YIE,) is given and YIE,) > VIE), similarly given Es. Since Y is an 
Increasing function, then E, > Es. Only when E, > E, a firm will decide to export, and this decision will 
‘not be reversed unless E, < Ey. I Ey < E, < Ey, exports will not be adjusted. 

"Note that here the “sunk cost is givan by K-M; If M > K, the fiem decision is whather ar not 
participate each period (VIE) > or < K). Howaver, because of positive sunk costs, entry puts a lem 
ina favorable position later. K >0 is a necessary condition for hysteresis; L reinforces this effect being 
ostiy to exit; M-L >0 makes possible that some time it wil be convenient to exit: i.e. that seling 
abroad is not an irreversible decision. 

  

Baldwin and Krugman show that aggregation does not modify tha main results of this analysis, 
in particular, if differences among industries are mainly due to “comparative advantages” rather than 

a industry which have higher E, will also have higher Es.Then, 
industries can be ordered and a E,” can be determined: the E, of the firm which has the highest one; 
Similarly for Ey*. Betwaen E,* and Eo”, toro will bo a range of inaction, no firm will either enter or exit. 
Differences in sunk costs can reduce those due to comparative advantages and somewhat softened 

istinet “sunk costs”. ln this cast   

results 
Regarding now the empirical evaluation of hysteresis, some studies have used dummies to 

capture this kind of effects (for example, Baldwin and Krugman, 1987). Others, mainly studies on the 
demand for money, have used a ratchet effect from including the highast value of an explanatory 
variable as rogressor.e.9. the rate of inflation (see among others, Ahumado, 1988, Melnick, 1990 and 
Kamin and Ericsson, 1993). In the present case, similarly to the lattor approach, the highest level of the 
real exchange rate appears as a long run determinant of export behavior. Two issues should be 
discusses in order to approximate this empirical model to the theoretical one, above described. Firstly, 
the maximum level of the roal exchange rate in the past is a proxy for E,*. This would be appropriat 
if some feedbacks of exports onto E are assumed: after reaching that love of th 

  

  exchange rate, tho 
‘exports expansion would make E, decreaso somewhat below E, *, being a local maximum. 

Secondly, such a ratchet effect implies that the long run expansion of exports as a consequence 
of increasing E, over E,* are itraversible, In terms of the model presented in this section they may be 
due to negligible M-L costs. An alternative explanation is that E,* have been not observed within the 
sample considered." A critical question is, therefore, left opened, 

  

8- CONCLUSIONS. 
The behavior of aggregate exports for Argentina in the last two decades has been analyzed 

following a “general-to particular” approach by which both tha long-run relationships and the dynamics. 
aro studied. Special emphasis was put to understand the long run response of export to the exchange 

A symmatical view could suggest that a downwards ump inthe long run behavior of exports would cure when Ef below i previous tou 
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rato (here measured as the effective real exchange rate for total exports). 
‘Since contemporaneous effects were absent the possibilty of simultaneous bias was considered 

but rejected for quarterly data. Dynamic modelling of exports obtained two different models. One of 
them, similarly to previous studies: without long run effect from the ERER, but from the agricultural 
output. The dynamics ware modelled as depending - apart from seasonal movements - on the variation 
ofthis rate and the changes in industrial output at different lags; lagged increases of ERER would also 

  

‘an explanatory variable for the changes in exports. 
‘The other model found to be a satisfactory approximation, incorporated a long run effect from 

ERER through its highest level reached in the past. This representation has been proved to encompass 
the alternative modal in which a long run effect is derived from the agricultural output. It was 
interpreted as reflecting hysteresis effects in exports. Since it is costly to enter into the world market, 
‘such decisions will be difficult to reverse. 

‘Accordingly, growing exports in the long run would depend on reaching new peaks in the 
effective rate of exchange rate. Given this dafintion, the relative contribution of the real exchange rate 

  

vis.a.vis other incentives to exports is @ possible extension of this research.   
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ANNEX 1 
BIAS IN THE EXCHANGE RATE COEFFICIENT WHEN ESTIMATED FROM 
APPLYING OLS TO AN UNIEQUATION MODEL FOR EXPORTS: AN EXAMPLE 

  

‘Let suppose thatthe joint data generating process of export (X) and affective real oxchangs 
{Rl isos follows, 
m X=0+8R+u  8>0 Jul mll0 low oll 
(2) R=6+0X+0W+v 9<0 |v] 10] lo, 0.1] 
where W is an “exogenous” variable for simplicity but without losing gener: 
From (1) and (2) the reduced form for Ris, 
O R=(6+00)+0W+ (+ 0U)/-08 

    ty no lags are supposed). 

    then tho expected value El. o! R results as, 
“ EIR] = (16 + 00 11-08) + (8111-08) W 
and 
(5) on = EMA EIA = Elio + OU TM 00) 

  

= (91-98) o + (1/11 -08)) o, 
where 0, denotes covariance for ij and varianca for i   

The OLS estimates of &, b would result as, 
(6) b= On! Om 
and 
O plimb = 8 + (0,1 om) 

{O11 - 08) 0, + (1/1 - 98) 0, 
(8) plim b-8 = - 

(o. +0,+200,.)/(1- 00, 
which becomes for tho caso 0, = O, a necessary condition for identification (see, for example, Harvey 
1981, pp.325-331), 

  

nom. om ema, 
(9) plimb -8 = 
   (00, + 0.) 

that is, b underestimates 8. If his effect is large enough, b can be estimated as close to zero. 
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ANNEX 2 
Unrestricted Model for Exports (x) by OLS 

Sample: 1976 (1) to 1992 (4) 
Analysis of lag structure 

Lag o 1 2 3 4 5 a 
-1 0.392 0.0752 0.312 0.183 -0.298 -0.333 

std.err O 0125 6.135 0.138 0.127 0.117 0143 
constant 1.62 o o o o o ce 

stderr 2:34 o o o o o Cais 
LERER -o.0142 0.0401 -0.336 0.504 -0.194 © 0.0002 

Sta.Err 0137 0.187 0.186 0184 0.136 00-0562 
Lao -0.53 0.202 -0.276 0.878 o o -0.13 

Std.Err 00263 0.249 0.223 0.215 o o Cola 
Lar 0.375 0.623 0.353 0.26 0.365 -0.3 09.94 

Starr 01311 0:27) 0.163 0.167 0.281 AS 
1 -0.265 o o o o o -0.26 
Std.Err 0.0822 o o o o o Tolo 

asia -0.311 o o o o o -0.311 
Std.err 0.132 o o o o o Cola 

= 68 R2 = 0.914 P(22, 45) = 21.701 [0.0000] s =0.108 DW = 1.76 

AR-IM,F(5, 40) = 0.464 [0.802] ARCH-LM,F(4, 37) = 0.063 [0.992] 
Wormality’chi2(2)=" 2.252 RESET F(1, 44) =~ 0.422 [0.519] 
Solved static Long Run equation 

Lx= 4.847 +0.0004689 LERER -0.3905 LIND 
(se) (7139) (0/1688) (0.6581) 

42.034 LAGR -0.7968 Q1  -0.9342 d8l-4 
(0.8952) (0/3837) (0/5915) 

WaLD test chi2(5) = 30.947 

‘ests on the significance of each variable 
variable F(num,denom) Value Probability 
x 45) = 7.543 (0.0000) 44 

Constant 43) 5 01477 (0:4931, 
LERER 45) = 116181 (0.1747) 
Lio 45) = 6.5297 [0.0003] #* LAGR 45) = 319087 (0.0032) aa 
Qi as) = 10.438 [0.0023] + 
ds 45) = 5.5462 [0.0229] » 

  

Tests on the significance of each lag 
  

Ls F(num,denom) Value’ Probability 
1 F(4, 45) 4.3903 [0.0044] ++ 
2 F(4, 45) = 2.2678 [0.0766) 
3 F(4, 45) = 726182 [0.0001] ** 4 F(3, 43) 14511 [0.2406] 
5 F(2, 45) = 5.6344 (0.0065) ++ 
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